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A. Executive Summary 
 
About WINGS 
WINGS is an education organization that teaches kids how to behave well, make good decisions 
and build healthy relationships.  We do this by delivering a program model directly to elementary 
school kids living in poverty in the after school setting and by advocating for the importance of 
social and emotional learning (SEL).  Our program weaves a comprehensive SEL curriculum of 
30 objectives into a fresh and fun after school program.  By attending WINGS, kids get the life 
lessons they need to succeed and to be happy, and they get a safe place to call home after school. 
 
Outcomes to Date 
Studies from Yale University and the University of Virginia provide evidence that students 
enrolled in two or more years of WINGS demonstrate significantly higher math and reading 
scores, grades, and school attendance when compared to non-WINGS students.  Additional 
metrics report WINGS students have higher self-esteem, less anxiety, and greater satisfaction with 
school than non-WINGS kids, and teachers report WINGS kids have greater school adjustment 
when compared to non-WINGS students.  Based on internal preliminary data, WINGS kids 
graduate at a rate 40% higher than their peers who did not receive WINGS.  To further document 
our outcomes, the University of Virginia recently received approval for a $2.8 million Institute of 
Education Sciences (IES) grant to study the impact of WINGS.  This will be a multi-year, 
randomized control trial study, the gold standard in program evaluation. 
 
Scaling Initiative 
Since the 2007 – 2008 school year WINGS has grown from one program to four in the Charleston 
region, and we have increased the number of kids we serve daily from 116 to 450, a nearly 300% 
increase.  Over the next three years we plan to grow into new regions and up to 12 schools, 
serving 1,480 kids daily.   
 
Scaling requires strong client and customer markets to attend and fund our programs.   WINGS’ 
clients are low-income kids who attend Title I elementary schools.  Nationally, 42% of all 
children come from families living below 200% the federal poverty level, designating them as 
low-income.  Low-income students have a documented history of underperforming their higher-
income counterparts on academic achievement standards, school attendance, and high school 
graduation rates.  Failure to graduate high school leads to an average personal lifetime income 
loss of $630,000, plus those individuals cost society an additional estimated $240,000 in social 
welfare and crime-related expenses.  Given these statistics, there is a large client base of kids who 
need WINGS. 
 
There is also a large customer or funder market for WINGS.  WINGS is able to access local, state, 
and federal government funds; private foundation funding; individual donors; corporate giving 
initiatives; earned income streams; and substantial in-kind donation programs.  The variety of 
sources allows for long-term, sustainable revenue and the continuation of the WINGS program. 
 
Capital Requirements for Scaling  
In order to scale, WINGS needs to secure $8.8 million in growth capital over the next three years.  
These funds will be used to develop organizational capacity, as seed capital to start new regions 
and schools, and to increase operating reserves. 
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Timetable for Scaling 
In fiscal year 2013 (2012-13 school year) we will expand to the Atlanta region and partner with 
two schools.  Based on our experiences with our first replication in Atlanta, fiscal year 2014 
includes additional expansion of up to four new schools, giving WINGS a total of 6-10.  Fiscal 
year 2015 continues expansion, for a total of 8-12 WINGS schools. 
 
Effective expansion requires a sustainable revenue plan.  Geographic diversification is projected 
to lead to revenue diversification.  The long-term revenue plan calls for 45% of funding to come 
from government sources, 35% from private foundations, and 20% from individuals and 
corporations. 
 
B. Industry and Market Analysis 
 
Market Context and Need 
WINGS serves kids who live in extreme poverty.  In the schools where we currently operate more 
than 97% of the students fall below 185% of the federal poverty guidelines, and according to the 
South Carolina Department of Education’s Poverty Index, WINGS schools average a 97.7 rating 
(100.00 being most extreme poverty), placing them in the bottom 8% of all state elementary 
schools.  Additional measures of need include approximately 90% of our kids come from single 
parent households; 62% of the housing in our service area is rated as poor, deteriorated, or 
dilapidated; the unemployment rate is 27% higher than the national average; and more than 40% 
of households are on Medicaid.  The average on-time graduation rate of the high schools where 
our elementary schools feed is 46%, well below the district’s average of 67% and the national 
average of 74.9%.   
 
These demographics are unfortunately not isolated to Charleston.  According to the 2011 Annie 
E. Casey KIDS COUNT Survey, 44% (32.2 million) of all U.S. children fell below 200% of the 
federal poverty level and are classified as “low-income.”  Over the past five years the number of 
children living in poverty has increased by more than 10%, indicating the poverty epidemic 
continues to worsen.  The number of kids living in poverty is especially dire in African American 
and minority families.  For example, 62% of black children and American Indian children and 
63% of Hispanic children come from low-income families, whereas only 29% of white children 
are from low-income households. 
 
The impact of poverty on academic development is devastating.  When evaluating cognitive 
scores of preschool-age children, there is a 60% difference in achievement between the highest 
and lowest socioeconomic groups.  Further studies show that 10-year-old students living in the 
poorest families are already 18 months behind their higher-income counterparts.  Additionally, 
third-grade students from low-income families are shown to have vocabularies that are only a 
third of middle-income students.  Attendance records of fourth-grade students from low-income 
schools show a 38% increase in the number of kids who miss three or more days per month than 
from higher income schools, and the gap widens to 47% in eighth-grade.  These early-childhood 
trends continue into high school, where low-income students drop out at a rate 4.4 times greater 
than high-income students. 
 
Daily jailing rates are substantially higher for individuals who fail to graduate from high school, 
particularly among males.  One in 10 young male high school dropouts is in jail or juvenile 
detention on any given day, compared with only one in 35 young male high school graduates.  
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This problem is compounded in the African American population, where 22.9% of young black 
male dropouts are incarcerated on any given day. 
 
The cost to individuals and the broader economy due to students’ failure to graduate from high 
school is staggering.  The median income of persons ages 18 through 67 who have not completed 
high school was approximately $23,000 in 2008, compared to $42,000 for individuals with at least 
a high school credential.  That translates into a personal loss of $630,000 in lifetime income.  Due 
to lower tax contributions, higher reliance on Medicaid and Medicare, higher rates of criminal 
activity, and higher reliance on welfare by individuals who fail to complete high school, there is 
an estimated additional cost of approximately $240,000 per person to society for these 
individuals.  As a program shown to increase students’ attendance and attachment to school, 
contributing to higher achievement and graduation rates, the need for WINGS is substantial. 
 
Current and Projected Demand – Consumer/Client 
Within the current WINGS programs there is ample client demand.  This school year WINGS 
maxed out enrollment at 450 kids per day while maintaining a waiting list of more than 120 
eligible students.  Year over year demand for WINGS is strong, with approximately 97% of 
eligible kids returning.  WINGS regularly receives calls from parents and administrators 
requesting WINGS in their schools.  These are anecdotal but strong reminders that there is 
demand for WINGS by more than simply the participants currently in our program. 
 
In the after school sector there is a strong demand for quality programing.  In South Carolina 
more than 395,000 students participate or would like to participate in after school programs.  
Nationally, 8.4 million children participate in after school programs annually, while another 18.5 
million would participate if a quality program were available in their community.  These 
numbers demonstrate a significant need and opportunity for expansion. 
 
Current and Projected Demand – Customer/Funder 
While client demand is apparent and largely goes without questioning, it is important to 
document customer or funder demand for WINGS.  Funding is primarily driven by private 
foundations, individual philanthropists, corporations, government grants and programs, and in-
kind donations.  Typically nonprofits are only able to access funding sources that focus on one 
area of need or one population base.  For example, The Nature Conservancy is only able to draw 
funders who support the protection of land and water resources.  Due to our program model and 
the people we serve, WINGS is able to access funds across a variety of focus areas and 
populations.  Sectors in which we operate include education, social and emotional learning, ELT 
or after school time, children and youth development, and economic development.  The two 
primary populations we serve are children or youth and economically-disadvantaged individuals. 
 
In 2009, overall philanthropic giving from individuals, foundations, corporations, and bequests 
was approximately $303.75 billion.  Of that total approximately $89.9 billion was directed 
towards organizations that have a focus area aligned with ours.  When looking at foundation 
giving alone, $42.9 billion was donated by more than 75,000 U.S. foundations in 2009.  A 
sampling of their giving found that approximately 45% of total grant dollars went to the sectors 
in which WINGS operates.  Similarly, approximately 48% of total grant dollars went to programs 
that serve children and economically disadvantaged individuals.  These figures illustrate a great 
potential to access philanthropic funding for future growth and ongoing operations. 
 
There still exists a strong market from government funding sources, even in the midst of budget 
cuts.  The U.S. Department of Education administers a budget of $69.9 billion in discretionary 
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spending through a variety of programs.  Two specific line items that tie directly to WINGS are 
Title I funds for low-income schools of $14.4 billion and 21st Century Community Learning 
Centers funds for education outside of the traditional school day of $1.1 billion.  State and local 
funding are also strong sources of revenue, providing the largest portion of education funding in 
the U.S., including out of school time programs. 
 
Using Charleston as our test market, WINGS has demonstrated year over year growth in revenue 
and customer demand.  From fiscal years 2006 through 2011, we experienced 196% growth in 
revenue while also increasing funding diversification.  More recently, the growth over the past 
two fiscal years was 21% and 17%, even as the broader economy began to deteriorate.  Access to 
new markets will allow for further revenue expansion. 
 
Ease of Adoption and Market Entry 
WINGS currently serves 450 kids daily in four Charleston County schools.  Our growth strategy 
is based on establishing new regions of two to six schools.  Initial market entry will occur in 
Atlanta, GA, with future regions identified in the coming months. 
 
Our organization offers a number of relative advantages over other education and after school 
programs.  We use a codified, research-based curriculum that requires we enter data on a daily 
basis to track our kids’ progress and to ensure we are able to deliver on our documented 
outcomes—that we are proving our effectiveness at increasing social and emotional skills, 
behavior, attendance, and academic performance.   
 
Organizationally, we have a documented history of financial solvency, strong leadership, an 
active Board of Directors, and the WINGS program offers high compatibility and support from 
our clients and customers.  Parents are highly supportive of programs that improve the well-
being of their kids, and kids want to return day after day to WINGS.  Even if the social and 
emotional learning (SEL) components of WINGS were removed, the high-quality childcare being 
provided is valued by our clients.  By proving positive effects on attendance and academics, we 
are aligned with the organizational objectives of school districts and we continue to receive 
district support year after year. 
 
Conceptually, providing an after school program is simple to understand.  However, it takes time 
for constituents to understand how SEL is incorporated into everything we do.  Implementation 
of the WINGS program is more difficult than traditional education or after school programs due 
to the high staff-to-child ratio and training curriculum.  However, the results achieved by 
WINGS are far greater than traditional programs. 
 
We offer a moderate amount of triability for adopters.  School districts and funders have the 
opportunity to visit WINGS programs before making the commitment to bring WINGS into 
their schools or make financial contributions.  Once the decision is made to bring WINGS to a 
school, school districts are committed to our program for the entire year.  Children and their 
parents are also required to commit for the entire year; however, if there is need, kids may be 
exited from the program.  With that said, in order for the WINGS model to succeed, there needs 
to be a long-term commitment and promise of service from all parties. 
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Ecosystem Analysis 
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C. Strategy and Theory of Change 
 
Description of Organization and Mission 
WINGS is an education organization whose mission is to teach kids how to behave well, make 
good decisions and build healthy relationships.  We do this by weaving a comprehensive social 
and emotional learning (SEL) curriculum into a fresh and fun after school program.  We also 
advocate for the importance of social and emotional education and help adults teach these skills.  
Through our curriculum, kids get the life lessons they need to succeed and to be happy, and they 
get a safe place to call home after school.  We are the only organization in the U.S. focusing solely 
on providing social and emotional education within an after school setting. 
 
Description of the WINGS Program 
The WINGS model is rooted in our rigorous, research-based curriculum, staff training and 
meaningful outcomes created and measured by our staff. 
 
Students enrolled in WINGS receive our curriculum three hours a day, five days per week for the 
entire school year, totaling more than 500 hours per year of dedicated programing.  Kids must 
commit to WINGS for the entire year since each week builds upon the previous.  Our Theory of 
Change is based on students attending for two years; however, we do all we can to keep students 
in the program for their entire elementary school career.  On average, kids stay in WINGS for 
four years.  To put a number to the amount of time a student would potentially spend in 
WINGS, consider that a child in a three-hour after school youth program like ours, who attends 
from kindergarten through sixth grade, will spend up to twice as many hours in youth care as a 
college student with perfect attendance will spend in the classroom to obtain a college degree.  
 
The WINGS curriculum instills 30 learning objectives intentionally embedded into every activity 
to develop self-awareness, relationship skills, social awareness, self-management, and responsible 
decision making.  The learning objectives and curriculum are the same at all school sites to 
maintain program fidelity.  Key components include: 

• Community Unity – the first 30 minutes of each day is focused on creating a caring 
community and teaching specific social and emotional skills.  In addition, kids receive a 
nutritious snack.  The WINGS Creed, our learning objectives in language kids 
understand, is said daily at this time.  

• Choice Times – 9-week blocks of well-prepared art, music, sports and innovative activities 
that the kids select, which infuse SEL objectives and academic standards.  Choice Time 
activities occur twice per week for 60 minutes each session, and oftentimes community 
partners are involved with the sessions.  Examples of recent partners include Junior 
Achievement, Teaching Kids Software, Girl Scouts, GenMove, and Yoga for Kids. 

• Academic Centers – 60 minutes per day, Monday – Thursday where students receive 
academic support.  Use of time is guided by the school principal. 

• WINGSWorks – Weekly community service focused activity focused on helping others 
and strengthening attachment to school.  We currently have a partnership with Earth 
Force in place to focus on environmentally friendly community service projects. 

• LaunchPad Curriculum – weekly activities for students in grades 4-6 focused on 
developing 21st century skills and instilling interest in new educational and career 
pathways. 

• WildWINGS – weekly 90 minute activity including innovative games, discussions and 
role-playing which culminates the weekly learning objective. 
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Our staff is carefully recruited and trained.  Each school is run by a full-time Program Director, 
who must have at least two years of WINGS experience.  Our Program Directors are each 
supported by a Program Assistant.  Program Assistants go through a rotational leadership 
development program within WINGS to prepare them for the future role of Program Director.  
AmeriCorps members serve with our program in roles called WINGSLeaders and Peace 
Managers.  WINGSLeaders serve with our kids in a 1:10 – 12 ratio, directly implementing our 
curriculum.  Each school has a Peace Manager, who serves in a behavior management role, 
providing students one on one and small group lessons.  In order to serve as positive role models 
of academic success for our kids, we feel it is important for WINGSLeaders to be college-aged 
and enrolled in school.  Each WINGSLeader undergoes more than 65 hours of dedicated training 
so they can effectively implement our curriculum.  A full week of hands-on, pre-service training 
is held annually, and more than 25 additional hours of in-service training and supervisor 
evaluations are conducted throughout the course of the year. 
 
Theory of Change 
In 2007 our Theory of Change was formalized with the guidance of Dr. David Hunter, former 
Director of Evaluation at the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation (EMCF). 
 
Our Theory of Change states: 

• Kids receive a comprehensive social and emotional education within an after school 
program for two years or more* 

• They develop high social and emotional skills 

• They utilize those skills in everyday life 

• Kids demonstrate good behavior and a high attachment to school 

• They graduate from high school, stay out of jail, and avoid teenage parenthood 

• They have a good chance of success and happiness 
*Dosage of two or more years came as a result of evaluations performed by Yale researchers 
 
Our Theory of Change follows a well-thought-out logic model: 
 
Inputs � Research-based curriculum development, staff recruitment and training, partnership 
development, financial support 
 
Activities � The WINGS social and emotional learning program delivered in the after school 
setting 
 
Outputs � The number of kids we serve on a daily basis, approximately 120 – 135 per school site 
 
Outcomes � We have developed short-term, intermediate and long-term outcomes for our kids.  
Each outcome is measured by a set of quantifiable indicators. 
 
Short-Term Outcomes (to be achieved within 1 year of participation): 
Students will develop high social and emotional learning skills. 
Measures: 95% of our kids will be able to recite the WINGS Creed 
  80% will be able to cite examples of SEL in action 
  90% will pass weekly testing of social and emotional skills 
    
Intermediate Outcomes (to be achieved within 1.5 – 2 years of WINGS participation): 
1.  Students will utilize SEL skills. 
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Measures: 90% will receive average or higher social development grades from school reports  
     cards 

  95% will receive fewer than two office referrals for disciplinary problems 
2. Students demonstrate high attachment to school. 
Measures: 95% will attend school at least 90% of the time 
 
Long-Term Outcomes (to be achieved throughout and after high school): 
Students will graduate from high school, stay out of jail, and avoid teenage parenthood.  As a result, 
they will have a good chance at success and happiness in life. 
Measures: WINGS students will outperform their peer group high school graduation rates 
  Students will demonstrate lower incarceration and teenage parenthood rates 
 
Goal Alignment � Our outcomes serve as stepping stones towards individual success and 
happiness in life.  Our indicators were selected after an evaluation of social and emotional 
research so that we can track short-term changes that project long-term success. 
 
Evidence of Internally Documented Outcomes and Results 
We document our results through the use of our performance management software program, 
Effort to Outcomes (ETO).  ETO allows for real-time monitoring of student progress and for site 
supervisors to monitor the individual efforts our WINGSLeaders are putting into student 
development.  Results from the past school year include: 
 
Short-Term Outcomes – Students develop high social and emotional learning skills: 

• 98% of WINGS kids were able to recite the Creed 

• 97% of WINGS kids were able to give meaningful examples of the Creed 

• 98% of WINGS kids passed weekly SEL quizzes 
 
Intermediate Outcomes – Students utilize SEL skills and demonstrate high attachment to school: 

• 78% of WINGS kids received average or higher behavior grades from school reports cards 

• 96% of WINGS kids improved on their standardized test scores 

• 93% of WINGS kids received fewer than two office referrals for disciplinary problems 

• 95% of WINGS kids attended school at least 90% of the time 
 
Long-Term Outcomes – Students graduate from high school, stay out of jail, and avoid teenage 
parenthood 

• Preliminary results demonstrate the graduation rate of WINGS kids is 40% higher than 
comparison group 

 
Third Party Research on WINGS and Future Evaluations 
In order to further document the impact of WINGS, our program has gone through research 
studies performed by Yale University and the University of Virginia, and beginning in January 
2012 we will prepare for the gold standard of program evaluation, a randomized control trial 
study (RCT).  To assist in our understanding of evaluation protocol we formed the WINGS 
Evaluation Advisory Committee (WEAC).  The WEAC serves as an intermediary between the 
evaluation professionals and the WINGS staff in order to make sure we are performing the right 
types of program evaluations and documenting the outcomes we need.  Michael Bailin (former 
president of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation), Dr. Kristin Moore, and Dr. Karen Walker 
are the current members of the WEAC, with two to three additional members to be recruited.  
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Dr. Moore and Dr. Walker are researchers with Child Trends, a child development research 
center. 
 
The Yale studies from 2004 and 2005 show evidence that students enrolled in two or more years 
of WINGS had significantly higher math and reading scores, better grades and higher school 
attendance when compared to non-WINGS students.  When looking at social and emotional 
intelligence results, WINGS students also measured well—reporting higher self-esteem and less 
anxiety than non-WINGS students.  Students attending WINGS for two years also reported 
greater satisfaction with school, and their teachers reported greater school adjustment, compared 
with non-WINGS students. 
 
In 2008, a team from the Curry School of Education at the University of Virginia conducted an 
evaluation that demonstrated high attendance in WINGS contributes to increases in social 
developmental outcomes.  A follow-up study demonstrated enrollment in WINGS was tied to 
gains in teacher-rated classroom behavior across 7 of 12 dimensions.  
 
In fall 2010 and 2011, WINGS partnered with a second team of researchers from the College of 
Charleston and the University of Virginia to conduct a preliminary study with WINGS kids.  
Early results indicated that executive function skills improved 21percentile points, visuo-spatial 
skills improved 14 percentile points, and applied problem skills improved 8 percentile points.  
Increases in these areas are strong predictors for positive long-term outcomes, such as improved 
high school graduation rates, higher income potential, and reduced rates of criminal behavior. 
 
A qualitative assessment was performed by evaluation experts Dr. David Hunter and Michael 
Bailin in 2010 to assess program fidelity and curriculum implementation.  The report states, 
“WINGS for kids is by almost all measures a comparatively strong, performance-driven 
organization with a robust program model designed with extraordinary attention to detail.  The 
program is managed and delivered with fidelity by the organization’s staff.”  A set of 
recommendations were made following this assessment, which WINGS is currently evaluating 
and implementing.  One key recommendation was to tie outcome measures to middle school 
indicators.  Moving forward, additional time will be spent following our kids in middle school to 
provide yet another set of measures to track them towards graduation. 
 
Impact of WINGS 
WINGS serves low-income students in Title I schools.  The graduation rate of the high schools 
we currently feed into is a dismal 46%, well below district, state, and national averages.  Based on 
our preliminary studies, for every 100 kids that WINGS serves, an estimated 20 more will 
graduate from high school that otherwise would not.  In the current fiscal year, that equates to 90 
additional graduates out of the 450 kids in WINGS.  Those 90 students will earn a collective $56.7 
million more than had they not gone through WINGS and they will have saved society $21.6 
million in social welfare costs. 
 
WINGS also creates a strong financial impact in the school districts we serve.  We consistently 
document that WINGS kids attend school more frequently than non-WINGS kids.  When school 
districts receive state level funding based on classroom attendance, this can have a significant 
positive financial impact on WINGS schools and districts. 
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The long-term impacts of any program are difficult to measure; however, preliminary results are 
strong, and the randomized control study at WINGS will provide definitive measures of our 
value and the impact we are having on our kids’ lives. 
 
D. Scaling Plan 
  
Scaling Strategy and Implementation 
The WINGS expansion strategy is to scale out in order to spread our impact to new communities.  
We will grow the organization by creating branches of WINGS in new regions.  Region size will 
be dictated by staffing and funding availability and district support. 
 
This is not the first time we tried to expand the WINGS program.  In the 2005 – 2006 school year, 
we field tested WINGS by growth through affiliation at eight programs in Charleston, SC and 
Washington, DC.  These programs carried the WINGS name and were given a curriculum from 
us, but they were not run directly by our organization.  We found those programs failed to 
maintain high fidelity to the WINGS model, devaluing the experience the kids had and the 
WINGS brand.  Based on that experience, we have decided to adopt a branching strategy which 
allows for much tighter quality control and increases the likelihood of positive student outcomes 
during replication. 
 
WINGS is also more than just a set of programs.  By growing the overall organization, the ethos 
of WINGS will be transferred to new regions, giving them strength and support that an affiliation 
model would not allow.  After successfully scaling by branching, we will evaluate the merits of 
limited, tight affiliation growth, to determine the pace of expansion in the future. 
 
In addition to growing our organization and the number of programs run by WINGS, we plan to 
further disseminate our ideas and principles through training and curriculum modules.  This 
aligns with our mission to advocate for the importance of social and emotional learning and has 
the potential to serve as an earned-income component to our revenue stream. 
 
In order to implement the expansion plan, we will use the following steps when moving into a 
new region: 

• April – August (1+ year prior to expansion) 
o Begin exploration for new region 

• August – November 
o Narrow new site selection to 2 

• November-January (9 months prior to expansion) 
o Formally identify new region 
o Focus on revenue sources specific to the region 
o Narrow school partners to 4 
o Develop local Advisory Committee of 8-10 community leaders and influential 

individuals 

• February/March (5 months prior to expansion) 
o Formalize school partnerships 
o Recruit full-time Program Directors and Program Assistants 
o Recruit Regional Operations Director 
o Begin active WINGSLeader recruitment for new schools 

• April (4 months prior to expansion) 
o Begin partnership development 
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� Focus on Choice Time partners and in-kind donations 

• May (3 months prior to expansion) 
o Student recruitment begins 
o Parent/community orientations 

• July/August 
o WINGSLeader training 
o Student recruitment continues 
o First day of WINGS 

 
Target Customers and Beneficiaries 
Customers and funders need to be identified early in the expansion process to ensure the long-
term financial solvency of the new region.  The most important customer from a point of entry 
perspective is the local school district.  Districts are initially identified based on their number of 
low income and low performing schools.  The schools must also be within close proximity of a 
college to secure qualified WINGSLeaders. 
 
Local community foundations, corporations, individual philanthropists, and regional specific 
government funding are then targeted.  We specifically solicit funds from organizations with a 
history of giving towards education programs, social and emotional learning organizations, and 
organizations that serve economically disadvantaged individuals and children.  The regional 
Advisory Board will be instrumental in providing initial contacts with key community 
stakeholders. 
 
The target beneficiaries of WINGS are the low-income students attending the selected schools.  
Schools must be identified as a Title I location, have a history of performing poorly on academic 
achievement standards, feed into low performing middle and high schools, and lack an effective 
after school program.  Targeted students are recruited to WINGS beginning in May.   
 
Distribution Plan 
In preparation for expansion, information about WINGS needs to be disseminated to our 
customers and beneficiaries.  To excite school district interest, phone calls and face to face 
meetings will be set up with district representatives and principals of targeted schools.  They will 
be shown videos of the WINGS program, print marketing materials, and invited to site visits of 
current WINGS programs. 
 
Once the school district has been recruited as a WINGS supporter, funders need to be 
aggressively targeted in order to build a financial base in the local region.  We will create social 
media campaigns, speak with community oriented groups, meet with local businesses and 
corporations, and develop local foundation contacts. 
 
Distribution of information to our clients will take place through school-based and community 
meetings and door-to-door solicitations.  Based on our experience, new clients are eager to join 
the WINGS program. 
 
Competitive Advantage and Barriers to Entry 
WINGS offers both a strong social and emotional learning curriculum and a high-quality after 
school program.  We are admittedly more expensive than traditional programs due to our low 
staff-to-kid ratios and the high cost of supplies and training; however, we document and deliver 
superior outcomes when compared to other organizations.  By being able to clearly document 
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our outcomes, we are able to offer our funders a measureable return on their investment and a 
direct way to quantify their social impact. 
 
Programmatically, we are a clear choice for schools and clients.  However, we face barriers to 
entry surrounding funding and staffing.  The first barrier is at the school district level – the 
district must be willing to fund a portion of WINGS.  A second hurdle is finding qualified staff 
for the expansion sites.  WINGS is labor intensive and requires 12 – 15 college students at each 
school.  In certain areas there is a dearth of qualified college students, which makes expansion 
difficult.  The final barrier is financial support.  WINGS costs approximately $2,300 per kid to 
operate.  Before committing to a region, we need to have assurances that between local support 
and assistance from the WINGS’ corporate office, new programs will be solvent. 
 
Core Program Elements and Success Factors 
WINGS is ready to scale.  Expansion and evaluation plans were originally laid out in 2008 with 
our 5-year Flight Plan.  Since then we have taken steps to improve our program model locally so 
that it may be replicated.  
 
The key resources for us to grow are working capital and staff.  To address capital requirements, 
an intensive expansion focused development campaign was initiated during fiscal year 2012.  This 
will provide the financial security to scale the following year.  The expectation is through state 
specific grant opportunities and new funders, the new region will become self sufficient over a 
four year period.  In the interim, the WINGS corporate office will use a phased funding approach 
to launch a new region.  WINGS will contribute 30% of funding in year one, 20% in year two, 
and 10% in year three.  Professional staff recruitment will begin eight to nine months prior to 
expansion, shortly followed by WINGSLeader recruitment.   
 
Existing partnerships with schools and funders demonstrate the receptivity of our model.  
Moreover, WINGS fills an unmet need for quality after school care for the students we serve, and 
in these high-need cases, client buy-in is typically not an issue. 
 
Timetable, Milestones & Measureable Three-Year Performance Goals 
Our direction for the next three years is clear: strengthen our programs locally, expand into 
Atlanta in August 2012, and expand into additional Atlanta schools and urban cities in the 
following years. 
 
In fiscal year 2013 we plan to expand to two schools in Atlanta.  The Atlanta metro area provides 
ample Title I locations for us to serve, and meets our funding demographics and staffing 
requirements.  This initial expansion will bring the total number of WINGS schools to six, 
serving approximately 635 kids daily.   
 
In fiscal year 2014 we use the experience from our initial Atlanta replication to add up to four 
new schools, bringing the total number of WINGS schools to 6-10, serving 755-1,065 kids daily. 
 
We see fiscal year 2015 as the time we begin a more rapid expansion phase.  The initial part of 
our impact study will be complete, further documenting the positive effect WINGS has on low-
income students.  We will also have shown success with out-of-state expansion, demonstrating 
the replicability of our model. 
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WINGS’ growth projections: 

Fiscal Year Number of Schools Kids Served Annually 

2012 – 2013 6 635 

2013 – 2014 6 – 10 755 – 1,065 

2014 – 2015 8 – 12 930 – 1,480 

 
Definitive locations beyond 2012-2013 have not yet been identified, but initial exploration has 
begun in Charlotte, NC and Baltimore, MD. 
 
Before moving to a new region, certain milestones must be hit.  Key items are: 

• Local school district must be supportive and commit to providing a minimum of 10% of 
funding over three years 

• Individual school support and commitment to WINGS 

• Regional Advisory Board is developed 

• WINGSLeader and student recruitment plans are outlined 

• Community is engaged with WINGS 

• High level of commitment from local foundations, corporations, and/or individuals 

• Government and private grants are written to begin local financial support 
 
These milestones are all to be completed in the fiscal year prior to the opening of a new school in 
order to ensure programmatic and financial success. 
 
Milestones and performance goals for WINGS over the next three years include: 
Fiscal Year 2013 

• Scale to two new schools in Atlanta 

• First cohort of kindergarten students are selected for the IES randomized control 
study/impact study in Charleston region 

• Finalize expansion plans for fiscal year 2014 
 
Fiscal Year 2014 

• Evaluate initial Atlanta expansion 

• Scale to up to four new schools for a total of 10 schools serving 1,065 kids 

• Select second cohort of students for the IES study 

• Review the first year of the impact study 
 
Fiscal Year 2015 

• Scale up to a total of 12 schools serving 1,480 kids 

• Select third cohort of students for the IES study 

• Review the second year of the impact study 
 
Marketing Mix and Plan 
In developing the WINGS marketing plan, we used the four Ps framework: Product, Price, Place, 
and Promotion: 
 
Product: The WINGS research-based social and emotional learning program.  The WINGS 
program has been field tested and refined in Charleston and is now ready for expansion to 
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additional regions.  The WINGS program has a history of quantifiable outcomes and results, 
documenting improvements in student social and emotional skills and academic achievement. 
 
Price: The WINGS program will cost approximately $2,300 per student in the upcoming fiscal 
year.  The cost of the program is paid by WINGS’ customers/funders so that clients are able to 
attend free of charge.  The goal is to deliver the program as cost effectively as possible; however, 
the low staff-to-student ratio, intensive training curriculum, and high-quality supplies and 
materials create a program that is more expensive than many lower-quality after school 
programs.  A conscious decision was made to focus on quality, even if that increases program 
costs. 
 
Place: WINGS is delivered in low-income, Title I elementary schools.  The WINGS program runs 
five days per week, three hours each day for the entire school year. 
 
Promotion: Each target market requires a different promotional strategy: 

School Districts, Foundations, Corporations, Individual Philanthropists – Key strategies 
include: direct phone calls, face-to-face meetings, video and print marketing materials, outcome 
documentation, and site visits of current programs.  These customers require high levels of 
individual involvement. 
 State and Federal Government – Strategies include: phone calls and meetings with key 
representatives and staffers, site visits of programs, and detailed explanation on the positive 
economic impact of WINGS on their communities. 
 Program Partners – Strategies include: demonstration of how partnerships are mutually 
beneficial and outcome documentation. 
 Parents of WINGS kids – Strategies include: school based and community meetings, door 
to door solicitation for parent support, and explanation of WINGS as effective childcare and 
strong skill development.  
 
Projected Social Impact and Vision for Influencing System Change 
WINGS creates two measures of social impact – direct and indirect.  Our direct impact is with the 
kids we work with on a daily basis.  Our work with them leads to improved social and emotional 
skills, behavior, school attendance, academic achievement, and high school graduation rates.  
This impact is limited to the number of kids we work with and the positive influence they bring 
to their peers and communities.   
 
Our second, and potentially broader impact, surrounds system change through the advocacy of 
social and emotional learning programs and our ability to point to our positive outcomes as 
proof points for sector change.  With strong results, we see social and emotional education 
becoming a mainstay of the academic curriculum in and out of the classroom.  WINGS will have 
been the catalyst for the inclusion of SEL at all educational levels.  The WINGS after school 
program will be the gold standard for effective extended learning time activities, and our 
behavior management techniques and learning objectives will be incorporated into school day 
and after school activities performed by other organizations.  Due to higher SEL skills, students 
will graduate at unforeseen rates, stay out of jail, avoid teenage parenthood, and work towards 
being educated, happy, and productive members of society.  
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E. Evaluation Plan & Knowledge Dissemination Plan 
 
Plan for Assessing Outcomes/Impact 
Outcome documentation and third party evaluations are crucial for the long-term success of 
WINGS.  The WINGS management team believes if our outcomes cannot be independently 
verified social investors would be better served placing their investments with other 
organizations.  The gold standard of program evaluation is a randomized control trial (RCT) 
study, and plans have been laid to begin an RCT in January 2012.   
 
The first evaluation step was taken in fiscal year 2010 with our Implementation Assessment.  The 
Implementation Assessment not only provided strong results but also a set of recommendations 
to help us improve our program.  During fiscal year 2011 we implemented those 
recommendations. 
 
In fiscal year 2012 we are planning to undertake a full formative evaluation.  The goal of the 
formative evaluation is to document program fidelity and to ensure we are delivering WINGS in 
the manner we claim to be.  This evaluation will be performed by experts in the field, and we are 
working with the WEAC to establish a clear RFP and set of selection criteria.  Upon completion 
of the formative evaluation, we will be ready for the RCT.  The RCT will go through a planning 
stage early in 2012 and will start with the first student cohort in the 2012 – 2013 school year. 
 
Dr. David Grissmer, Principal Scientist at the University of Virginia’s Curry School of Education, 
received funding approval for an Efficacy and Replication grant from the Institute of Education 
Sciences (IES).  Dr. Grissmer’s four-year, three-cohort, block randomized control study will 
address questions about the effects of WINGS on child outcomes, effects of WINGS related to 
child characteristics, and variation in effects of WINGS related to fidelity of implementation.  A 
qualitative component will be used to assess our children’s relationships and behaviors at home, 
family characteristics, and home experiences.  Within each of the three cohorts, approximately 16 
kindergarteners will be randomly assigned to WINGS and 10 to a no-treatment Control group at 
each school.  In total, approximately 312 kindergarteners will participate in the study.  The 
impacts of WINGS will be assessed after each year for each cohort.  Multiple methods (parent 
interviews, teacher ratings, observations of children in classrooms, direct assessments, school 
administrative data, etc.) will be used to assess the child outcomes that are hypothesized in our 
Theory of Change.  Funding is proposed initially for four years, with the likelihood and intention 
of receiving additional funding to track students through high school. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned third party evaluations, we will continue to track our own 
outcomes through the use of Efforts to Outcomes, our performance management system.  
Internally we track the metrics outlined in our Theory of Change, as well as other measures 
requested by funders. 
 
Plan for Communicating Impact of Scaling Initiative 
The WINGS communication plan is multifaceted: 

• Presentation at national and regional conferences focused on education, social and 
emotional learning, and extended learning time. 

• U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of Education Sciences What Works 
Clearinghouse (WWC) – The WWC is the standard for documentation of education 
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research.  As we go through our evaluations, results will be submitted for review and 
publication by the clearinghouse. 

• Social Media Channels – WINGS already has a strong social media presence.  As scaling 
occurs, we will promote our progress and impact through our social media network and 
engage in a larger degree with other non-profits and organizations within these new 
communities. 

• Print Media – We actively pitch WINGS news stories to local and national medial outlets.  
This will continue, and targeted media pitches will ramp up in their respective markets, as 
scaling begins.  

• Partner Organizations – As we scale we will continue to develop local and national 
partnerships.  As part of our partnership agreements, promotion of WINGS’ impact will 
be required.  Distribution of information to current partners will be maintained. 

• WINGS eNews – WINGS currently has more than 4,000 subscribers to our monthly 
electronic newsletter.  Impacts of scaling will be published and distributed in the eNews. 

• Staff Recruitment Outlets – A byproduct of aggressive marketing for staff positions is that 
the organization is also promoted.  Impressive scaling results make WINGS a more 
attractive place to work, so these impacts will be highlighted clearly. 

 
F. Organization 
 
Organization History 
WINGS has grown and evolved since its inception in 1996.  Key program highlights and 
developments include: 

1996-97 – WINGS is founded by Ginny Deerin and initial summer camp model is 
developed 

2000-01 – After school program model developed at Memminger Elementary School 
2003-05 – Middle school model is developed, summer day camp model is refined 
2006-07 – Strategic decision is made to focus on further development of elementary after 

school program using Memminger as a lab school 
2006-07 – Field-tests conducted with 8 programs NOT run by WINGS 
2007-08 – Making use of field tests leads to further model refinement, formalization of 

Theory of Change and creation of the WINGS Flight Plan under the 
guidance of Dr. David Hunter; ETO performance management system is 
designed and implemented; adds full-time Assistant for Development and 
Communications to increase and stabilize fundraising efforts; partnerships 
with other programs are ended due to poor program implementation 

2008-09 – Replicates after school program at Chicora Elementary; continues at 
Memminger Elementary; serves total of 252 kids, exceeds $1 million in 
revenue 

2009-10 – Replicates program at North Charleston Elementary; continues Memminger 
Elementary and Chicora Elementary programs; serves total of 397 kids; 
adds full-time Director of Business Affairs to build organizational capacity 
for expansion; Implementation Assessment is completed by external 
researchers 

2010-11 – Replicates program at James Simons Elementary School; continues existing 
three programs; serves total of 450 kids; becomes an AmeriCorps program; 
adds full-time Director of Development and Quality Assurance Specialist 
to build organizational capacity; founder and CEO Ginny Deerin retires 
and long-time Chief Program Officer Bridget Laird becomes new CEO 
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2011-12 – Builds organizational capacity with the hire of a strategy focused Chief 
Program Officer; implements a Program Director Training Institute; 
develops a new WINGSLeader training module; creates rotational 
leadership development for Program Assistant role as a talent pipeline 

 
Organizational highlights include: 

• The South Carolina Association of Nonprofit Organizations’ highest award for 
“excellence in nonprofit management” 

• The Charleston Post and Courier bestowed WINGS its Jefferson Award for Public Service 

• The pre-eminent journal in the field, New Directions in Youth Development, and Scholastic 
Magazine, have spotlighted the WINGS program 

• WINGS was featured as a “School that Works” by Edutopia, the multimedia publication 
created by George Lucas to feature innovative solutions and resources that contribute to 
better education. 

• WINGS Founder, Ginny Deerin, was honored in December 2010 with the highest civilian 
honor in the state of South Carolina, the Order of the Palmetto, for her tireless efforts and 
service to thousands of children in the state of South Carolina. 

• The Charleston branch of the American Marketing Association honored WINGS with a 
Torch award for excellence in non-profit marketing for our work on the two-day 
marketing stunt, Dialin’ and Dancin’, which raised $124,000 over the course of 28 hours.    

• In June 2011 we won the national Social Impact Exchange business plan competition. 

• In the fall of 2011, one of our board members and her husband committed one million 
dollars to initiate our growth capital campaign 

• During the 2011 funding cycle, we were awarded the only AmeriCorps National 
Competitive grant in SC 

• Charity Navigator rates us as a 4-star charity 
 

Organization Structure and Governance 
WINGS is governed by a Board of Directors and registered bylaws.  The management and 
strategic planning of WINGS is ultimately vested with the Board, and the Board holds the staff 
accountable for the goals and objectives of WINGS.  Members of the Board have made strong 
commitments to WINGS in terms of their time, guidance, and financial support.  The average 
tenure of current members is more than six years, demonstrating their longstanding 
commitment to the organization.  Board members have been recruited due to their diverse set of 
skills so that their contributions complement one another.  A brief sampling of the professions of 
members include a retired chief financial officer of a multi-national corporation, real estate 
developers, venture capitalists, financial planners, a marketing executive, CPAs, government 
strategists, social activists, and directors of charitable foundations.  Finally, our Board’s financial 
commitment towards WINGS has been, and remains, strong.  In this current fiscal year, Board 
members pledged and donated more than $120,000 to WINGS.  Historically 100% of the Board 
makes an annual financial contribution to WINGS. 
 
The CEO is employed by the Board, and all other employees are hired by the CEO.  Reporting 
directly to the CEO are Chief Program Officer (CPO), Director of Finance and Administration, 
and Director of Development.  Individual after school programs are run by full-time Program 
Directors, who report to the Regional Operations Director (ROD).  The ROD reports to the 
CPO.  The CPO also undertakes a more global and expansion focused position.  AmeriCorps 
members will serve as full-time Program Assistants and part-time WINGSLeaders and Peace 
Managers.  The Program Assistant initiative was created as a way to train high-quality Program 
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Directors for expansion sites.  The WINGSLeaders implement the program with the kids on a day 
to day basis and the Peace Mangers serve as the behavior management specialists at each school.  
WINGS also has a Quality Assurance Specialist whose role is to evaluate WINGS’ outcomes and 
to identify highlights and areas in need of improvement within each school.  The Quality 
Assurance Specialist is important in maintaining quality control and fidelity across all WINGS 
locations. 
 
The WINGS Board hires an outside accounting firm to provide them with an annual audit.  The 
audit is used to ensure WINGS is maintaining compliance with mandated financial reporting and 
fiscal management polices. 
 
Current Size, Reach & Track Record of Success 
WINGS is currently in four Charleston County elementary schools: Chicora School of 
Communications, James Simons Elementary School, Memminger Elementary School and North 
Charleston Elementary School, reaching approximately 450 kids daily.  For the 2012 fiscal year, 
WINGS has a projected operating budget of $2.2 million.  Since its inception in 1996, WINGS 
has served more than 3,100 kids. 
 
During the 2007 – 2008 school year WINGS was in only one school.  Since then we have 
successfully replicated at one additional school per year.  The local growth of WINGS allowed us 
to test our replication model within a safe setting.  The entire organization remained under one 
roof and it was easy for management to evaluate programs.  As expansion hurdles were 
discovered, they were addressed.  For example, high quality Program Directors and 
WINGSLeaders were difficult to find and retain, and alternate funding sources needed to be 
secured as federal grants diminished.  Through improvements to our model we addressed each of 
the hurdles we faced, and by the fourth year of replication the problems were corrected. 
 
In addition to growing our program year over year since 2007, WINGS has been able to increase 
its cash operating reserves by 38% to ensure long-term sustainability.  This increase occurred in 
the midst of one of the worst economic crises in history.  The combination of programmatic and 
financial success during a difficult funding period demonstrates WINGS’ readiness and ability to 
move forward with expansion. 
 
Management Team 
The senior management team consists of the following: 
 
Bridget Laird, CEO – Bridget has worked on the WINGS staff since 1998, training alongside 
WINGS’ spirited founder, Ginny Deerin.  Throughout her 13 years with WINGS she has gained 
experience with all aspects of the organization, specifically: developing program curriculum; 
hiring of staff; overseeing the opening of each WINGS program; and spearheading important 
grant applications and research projects.  Due to Bridget’s wide range of prior duties, she is well 
prepared to lead the organization during this growth phase.  Bridget holds an undergraduate 
degree from North Carolina State University and a master's degree in education, with a 
concentration in school-age development from Concordia University in St. Paul, MN. 
 
Julia Rugg, Chief Program Officer – Julia joined WINGS in July 2011.  She has a B.A. from the 
University of Maryland Baltimore County and a J.D. from the University of Maryland.  With 
previous nonprofit experience, nearly four years of legal work, and four years of small business 
ownership experience, she understands management, quality control, growth strategies, and how 
to streamline processes while maintaining the culture and values of an organization.   
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Adam Pomerantz, Director of Finance and Administration – Adam joined WINGS in 2009.  He 
holds his MBA and Masters of Arts in Teaching degrees from The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill.  His prior work experience as a teacher and in commercial real estate give him 
insight on how to grow an organization effectively within the confines of school districts. 
 
Liz Mester, Director of Development – Liz has been with WINGS since 2007.  In her time with 
WINGS she has grown individual and foundation giving to our organization.  Liz will work 
closely with the Regional Directors of Partnerships on implementing their donor and 
development strategies. 
 
Nicole Lovecchio, Regional Operations Director– Nicole joined the WINGS staff in 2002.  She 
has a degree in Criminal/Juvenile Justice from Shippensburg University.  Throughout her tenure 
at WINGS Nicole has been a Program Director at Memminger Elementary School for four years, 
and successfully opened a new program at Chicora Elementary in 2008 and at North Charleston 
Elementary in 2009.  Nicole oversees each of the programs in Charleston and works closely with 
the CPO to ensure strong program fidelity and implementation of the curriculum.   
 
G. Infrastructure Requirements 
 
Investments in Infrastructure and Other Capacity Building Needs to Support Expansion 
WINGS is a labor intensive organization with few fixed costs and physical infrastructure 
requirements.  The primary capacity building needs are financial support of our evaluation 
initiatives, seed capital for new regions, gap funding in new regions, and a strong cash operating 
reserve to ensure the long-term sustainability of new programs.   
 
The keys inputs to growth are the hiring and training of strong staff members, developing 
program partnerships at the local level, and growing the donor base for continued financial 
support.  Staff hiring and training require financial resources and partnership development and 
donor support requires the time of the staff.  In order to make the commitment to a new region, 
we must have strong enough cash reserves at the corporate level to support staff costs prior to 
opening the doors to the new program and to fill funding gaps over the first four years. 
 
H. Financial Plan for the Scaling Initiative 
 
Capital Required to Finance Expansion 
The capital needed to finance expansion is directed towards developing organizational capacity, 
opening and funding new regions as they move towards independent sustainability,  supporting 
new schools, and further developing our operating reserves.  A range of new school openings is 
projected over the next three years based on our initial replication experience.  When evaluating 
our growth capital needs, estimates of six schools in fiscal year 2013, eight in fiscal year 2014, and 
10 in fiscal year 2015 are used.   
 
Expansion will require additional organizational capacity and support to all regions from WINGS 
headquarters.  Key items include fiscal management and oversight, human resources support, 
personnel development, nationally directed fundraising and advocacy initiatives, and evaluation 
support.  Evaluation support is crucial as positive evaluations are anticipated to bring new 
funding in the future.  We liken our evaluation period to the research and development or 
clinical trial phase of a pharmaceutical – it takes a great deal of time and capital investment 
before we can reap the benefits.  In our case, the benefits of positive evaluations will be greater 
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access to funding.  Development of organizational capacity and WINGS headquarters support 
will be approximately $3.5 million over the three-year time horizon. 
 
Costs will be incurred to support new programs at the regional level.  In the year prior to opening 
a new region, expenses will include preliminary site visits, hiring of a local development and PR 
consultants, recruitment and hiring of Program Directors and WINGSLeaders, marketing 
WINGS to funders and the local community, and programmatic start up expenses.  In the first 
year of a new region, one full-time staff position will be added.  This role will be dedicated to 
developing partnerships and overseeing program fidelity.   
 
Beginning in the second year of regional operation, one additional full-time staff member will be 
brought on to support the new region.  Due to an increased number of schools, we anticipate 
needing to separate partnership development and program oversight into two roles.  A Regional 
Operations Director role will oversee program quality and fidelity and a Regional Director of 
Partnerships will facilitate the long-term sustainability of the region.  The cost of fully managing 
the new regions over the next three years is approximately $700,000.   
 
Due to our ability to sustain and mange the four Charleston programs, we have a strong 
understanding of the program costs for each school.  The total cost of expanding to an additional 
six schools over the next three years is $3.6 million.  These costs include the first year start-up 
expenses and then sustaining the schools over the time horizon. 
 
The final component of our growth capital campaign is to increase our operating reserves.  The 
goal by the end of fiscal year 2015 is to have reserves of four months of total operating expenses 
(33% of the annual budget) - $1.6 million.  In order to reach $1.6 million in reserves, $1.0 million 
in surplus revenue needs to be funded over the next three years.  The objective of the operating 
reserves is to be able to maintain operations in the midst of funding variations. 
 
The National Center for Charitable Statistics published an Operating Reserve Policy Toolkit for 
Nonprofit Organizations in 2010.  Their guidelines recommend maintaining a minimum of 25% 
of the operating budget in a reserve account.  As we begin a growth phase, we see a much higher 
risk in funding for our organization.  We will have performed our due diligence to mitigate as 
many risks as possible, but we will be moving into new regions, school districts, and funding 
circles.  With that in mind, the goal of 33% of our operating budget was set.  These funds are tied 
to our growth capital campaign since without them the WINGS management team does not feel 
comfortable expanding. 
 
Growth funding for regional expansion is projected to be a shared expense between the local 
region and the WINGS corporate office.  Over a four year period, the local region is expected to 
become self-sufficient in its ability to remain financially sustainable.  The WINGS corporate 
office will provide gap funding as a percentage of the region’s operating budget in each of the first 
three years of expansion.  Gap funding will be provided at 30%, 20%, and 10% in years one, two, 
and three, respectively.  Using our current projections, local regions will be responsible for raising 
$3.6 million over the next three years, with the WINGS corporate office contributing $5.2 
million. 
 
The total capital required to fund our growth over the next three years is approximately $8.8 
million.  Our long-term revenue model calls for the following funding mix: 

• Local, State, and Federal Government Sources: 45% 

• Private Foundations: 35% 
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• Individual Philanthropists and Corporations: 20% 
 
Due to the nature and availability of funds, we project our growth capital to use the following 
revenue mix: 

• Local, State, and Federal Government Sources: 38% 

• Private Foundations: 39% 

• Individual Philanthropists and Corporations: 23% 
 
In fiscal year 2012, the funding mix for continued operations is projected to be: 

• Local, State, and Federal Government Sources: 49% 

• Private Foundations: 21% 

• Individual Philanthropists and Corporations: 28% 

• Earned Income: 2% 
 
We project transitioning to our sustainable revenue model over the next four years as our overall 
operating budget grows and results of our evaluations and research studies are made public.  
Strong third party evaluations are critical to our growth as funders and government organizations 
continue to focus on documented outcomes.  The following further explains our revenue 
strategy: 
 
Private Foundations – Many foundations provide large, reoccurring, multi-year grants to 
organizations that meet the mission of the foundations and are able to document their outcomes.  
Given the large number of foundations focused on youth development, education, extended 
learning time, social and emotional learning, and economically disadvantaged individuals, we feel 
strongly about the availability of funds.  Examples of targeted foundations include the Edna 
McConnell Clark Foundation, Annie E. Casey Foundation, Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 
New Profit, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Skoll Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 
Belk Foundation, and the NoVo Foundation.  As our impact, size, and brand recognition grow, 
we will be able to present a strong win-win scenario with these foundations.  We will be funded 
with long-term, sustainable revenue, and the foundations will be able to promote the effective use 
of their funds and our impact on kids. 
 
Individuals and Corporations – As a percentage of overall revenue, we anticipate this category to 
be reduced slightly from its current level in coming years; however, we anticipate the overall 
number and dollar amount of donations to increase.  Individual solicitations can be labor 
intensive and costly.  In order to maximize our return on development spending, we will focus 
on more profitable areas.  Within this category, key targets where we will spend energy are high 
net worth individuals, community leaders and influencers, and corporations that may lead to 
long-term partnerships.  Corporate support is an area we consider to have a strong potential for 
revenue growth. 
 
Local, State, and Federal Government – As an education organization, there are a variety of 
government funding opportunities available to us, and many are reoccurring.  Funding from any 
one jurisdiction or grant is subject to budget cuts, but by diversifying our government revenue 
streams at school, district, and state levels we are able to mitigate the impact of risk to the 
organization.  Examples of government programs include 21st Century Community Learning 
Centers, AmeriCorps, Title I Funds, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), 
Supplemental Education Services (SES), Department of Juvenile Justice funding, local school 
district funding, community development block grants, and in-kind donations from the USDA 
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and Federal Work Study programs.  We are also working towards attendance-linked funding, 
where schools receive extra funds based on the number of days kids are present.  WINGS has a 
history of strong government funding, and as our outcomes are further documented, we expect 
this source of revenue to continue. 
 
Future Possibilities – The aforementioned categories are how we expect revenue to be sustained 
given the current funding landscape.  As an innovative organization, we are constantly looking 
for new revenue strategies, especially when they align with our outcomes.  For example, we have 
our eyes on the development of social impact bonds.  We are also open to segmenting the market 
for WINGS into paying and non-paying consumers.  If we were to move into a fee-based system, 
we would need to first assure our supporters that our core mission of working with low-income 
students would not be diminished.  We are also evaluating earned income streams from our 
curriculum and training programs and behavior management techniques. 
 
Current Funders and Commitments 
 
Below is a sample of current funders and grants contributing over $5,000 annually: 
 

 

Jenny Sanford Sisters of Charity Foundation

John and Kate Huey Sullivan Foundation

Chad and Jena Walldorf Katharine and John Crawford Suzan and Stephen Zoukis

Charleston County School District Kelly and Martin Skelly The Banbury Fund

Coastal Community Foundation Miss Ray and James Coker

Open Grants Fund

Pat and Cheryl Ilderton The Post and Courier Foundation

Dixon Hughes, PLLC Patrick Family Foundation The Rion Family Fund

First Federal of Charleston Roof Endowment

Fred and Peggy Snyder Rusty Bennett

Henry and Sylvia Yaschik Foundation Ruth and Bob Scott The Wallace Foundation

Herzman-Fishman Foundation Sam and Jim Boyd Trident United Way

Jeff and Ainsley Goldstein Singing for Change Trident United Way Donors

The Jerry and Anita Zucker Family 
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Pro Forma Financials - Three-Year Income Statement

WINGS Three Year Financial Plan - Fiscal Years 2013 - 2015

Fiscal Year 
2012-2013

Fiscal Year 
2013-2014

Fiscal Year 
2014-2015

3-Year
Totals

3-Year 
%

WINGS Revenue Plan - by Region

WINGS HQ Revenue (operations, regional support, reserves growth)

Government $464,087 $614,742 $696,895 $1,775,725 34%

Foundations 704,045 696,001 726,355 2,126,400 41%

Individuals and Corporations 434,986 418,464 432,615 1,286,065 25%

Total WINGS HQ Revenue $1,603,119 $1,729,207 $1,855,864 $5,188,190

Charleston Revenue (management and schools)

Government $619,357 $620,643 $621,967 $1,861,967 45%

Foundations 481,722 482,722 483,752 1,448,196 35%

Individuals and Corporations 275,270 275,841 276,430 827,541 20%

Total Charleston Revenue $1,376,349 $1,379,206 $1,382,149 $4,137,704

Regionally Raised Revenue

Government $197,034 $515,416 $923,867 $1,636,317 45%

Foundations 153,249 400,879 718,563 1,272,691 35%

Individuals and Corporations 87,571 229,074 410,607 727,252 20%

Total Regionally Raised Revenue $437,854 $1,145,369 $2,053,037 $3,636,260

Total WINGS Revenue Summary - by Type

Government $1,280,479 $1,750,801 $2,242,729 $5,274,009 41%

Foundations 1,339,016 1,579,602 1,928,670 4,847,287 37%

Individuals and Corporations 797,827 923,379 1,119,652 2,840,858 22%

Total WINGS Revenue $3,417,322 $4,253,782 $5,291,050 $12,962,154

Expenses

WINGS HQ Expenses* $1,018,688 $1,136,873 $1,294,459 $3,450,020

Charleston Expenses (management and schools) 1,376,349 1,379,207 1,382,150 4,137,705

Regional Management and Infrastructure* 111,000 233,100 357,853 701,953

Regional School Expenses* 514,506 1,198,611 1,923,299 3,636,416

Total WINGS Budget - Expansion and Operations $3,020,543 $3,947,790 $4,957,761 $11,926,094

Operating Reserves Target - 33% of Budget* $996,779 $1,302,771 $1,636,061

Total number of schools 6 6-10  8-12  

Total number of kids served 635 755-1,065  930-1,480  

Cost per student - organization-wide $4,757 $4,338 $4,114

Cost per student - schools only $2,156 $2,080 $2,156

*Three-Year Growth Capital Expenses - Totals 3-Year Totals

WINGS HQ Expenses $3,450,020

Regional Management and Infrastructure 701,953

Regional School Expenses 3,636,416

Reserves Growth (increase from $600,000 to $1,636,061) 1,036,061

Total Growth Capital Expenses $8,824,450
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Three-Year Financial Summaries 

 

 

 
*Unallocated expenses – will be used to provide direct support to each school and region 
 
Growth capital expenses of $8.8 million include: WINGS headquarters ($3.5 million), expansion 
schools and oversight ($4.3 million), and reserves growth (1.0 million). 
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I. Risk Assessment & Contingency Plan 
 
Identification of Risk and Mitigation Strategies 
The following have been identified as risk factors of the WINGS scaling plan: 
 
Evaluation Risk – We do not excel in the formative and impact evaluations as expected. 
Risk Mitigation – Steps were taken in fiscal year 2010 to go through a pre-evaluation, or 
implementation assessment, in order to identify areas of concern within a relatively safe 
environment.  As a whole, WINGS came through strongly, and in areas where weaknesses were 
identified, we have since improved upon our practices.  We have also gone through quasi-
experimental studies on our kids, finding positive results, and we maintain our own data-driven 
metrics.  These give us strong indicators that we will see positive results from the randomized 
control trial study. 
 
Staffing Risk – At the heart of a strong program is a strong staff.  Historically we have 
experienced high Program Director turnover at the school sites largely due to failure of Program 
Directors to meet our high expectations.  WINGSLeaders also must be of high quality since they 
implement our rigorous curriculum. 
Risk Mitigation – This summer we introduced our first Program Director Summer Institute to 
better train new and returning Program Directors for the demands of the position.  Topics 
included leadership, staff management, financial management, effective communication, and a 
variety of social and emotional themed objectives.  We also introduced our rotational leadership 
development program for full-time Program Assistants.  These Program Assistants receive on the 
job training and will be better prepared to lead a program during expansion.  WINGSLeaders will 
also be encouraged to apply for a set of Program Director training workshops held throughout 
the year.  The goal is to offer WINGSLeaders a clear route to transition into Program Assistants 
and then Program Directors over time. 
 
Financial Risk – During the initial phase of expansion, this poses a great risk.  We will be 
expanding into new markets and relying on more philanthropic dollars than ever before.  
Compounding this risk, we will be expanding at a time when government funding is becoming 
more fickle. 
Risk Mitigation – The first step to mitigate financial risk is to significantly build our operating 
reserves prior to expansion.  At the regional level, there is the expectation that the corporate 
office will provide support over the first three years as the region becomes financially 
independent.  Other steps towards financial security include requiring financial support at the 
school district level before entering a new market and continuing to diversify our funding 
streams with uncorrelated sources.  This includes stronger foundation support, especially 
through reoccurring grants; development of corporation giving; multiple government avenues; 
and continued individual donor diversification.  With the successful completion of our 
evaluations, we believe funding will be less of a risk due to our documented outcomes. 
 
Fidelity Risk – As we grow our program could become diluted. 
Risk Mitigation – Through the branching expansion model, the corporate office will be able to 
maintain tight quality control on all new regions and school sites.  We will also have annual 
organization-wide conferences and training sessions to ensure all sites are receiving the same 
information. 
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Contingency Plans 
Throughout our growth, we will maintain a quality first mindset, not quantity first.  When 
dealing with financial and fidelity risks, we are prepared to temporarily limit or stop additional 
growth in order to fully fund, staff, and supervise existing sites.  If our evaluations come back 
poorly, our contingency plan calls for a reorganization of the WINGS curriculum or a full shut 
down of functioning WINGS sites.  We are aware that there are limited funding resources; 
however, our core mission is for kids to become successful in life.  If another program is proven 
to generate better outcomes than WINGS, we will need to step back and reevaluate our model. 




